
Honors English 11 
 

Globalization Paper Focused Peer Review #2 
 

 
 
Directions:  Carefully read your partner’s draft, paying close attention to whether or not the author has done 
the following things.    Write comments in response to the following questions directly on your partner’s paper. 
 
Structure: 

 Does the introduction clearly use one of the WA (Writing Analytically) strategies?  Which one?   

 Is there a clear, focused claim at the end of the introduction? 

 Does the first body paragraph work to prove/elaborate on the initial claim? 

 Does each body paragraph after the first one work to evolve the claim? 

 Are transitions used at the beginning of body paragraphs (and not at the end)? 

 Does the conclusion avoid the problems identified in the WA chapter?  
 
Grammar & Mechanics: 

 Is the first page of the paper formatted correctly? (see MLA packet online) 

 Is the writer’s last name + page number located in the header on the top right of each page? (Mullins 
1; Mullins 2; etc.) 

 Are all quotes and paraphrases correctly cited parenthetically in the paper? 

 Is punctuation used correctly around quotes/citations?  

 Are all the sources used in the paper also located in the works cited list? 

 Is the works cited page alphabetized, double spaced, and formatted with a hanging indent? 

 Do the works cited entries appear to be formatted correctly? (ex: italicizing book, magazine, journal, 
newspaper titles, and putting article titles in quotes; including URL’s with website sources; including 
the database name with sources found on eLibrary, GOLD, etc.) – Use your MLA packet for this. 

 Does the writer use all pronouns correctly in their his or her paper? 
 
As a (hopefully) new editor/fresh set of eyes for your partners’ essays… 

 Once the introductions/conclusions along with general structure, grammar, and MLA format (proper 
citations/sourcing) are looked over, go back to delving into what was requested of editors to 
notice/edit for Peer Edit #1 in terms of the relationship between evidence and analysis, the use 
of critical relationships (specifically Method C), the construction of topic sentences and 
clarifying statements, and the development of his/her evolving claim/thesis. Look to chapter 6 
on my website for Evolving Thesis help if needed. Make sure to also help with signal phrases/source 
reflective phrases. 

 
WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER! (Dancing can happen when you sing these words—totally acceptable.) 
 
 
 
 
 


